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It had one of them badass covers what was half 
black and half silver, with a title what screamed 
out at you--raised letters rippin' across the 
front so big you could barely read 'em, except you 
knew they meant "buy me." For a second, I thought 
it was another book by the guy named after a car, 
'cause the name looked the same. But when I 
whipped on my sunglasses, tonin' down the glare 
off that cover, then I opened her up for some 
random readin', I saw it for what it was. Weren't 
nothin' for us, buckaroos--just somethin1 called 
Shadow!and. 
So I tossed that sucker right outta there, and I 
told Joe Bob, plain and simple: 
"Boy, now that's the sort of stuff what gives 




It could be said that Peter Straub is writing gothics 
rather than horror novels." (King 254) 
The Gothic novels of the late eighteenth century have 
traditionally stood on the edge of the literary canon; the 
contemporary novel of horror is in much the same position in 
the world of contemporary literature. Still, both of these 
genres have an inexplicable and undeniable fascination for 
readers and critics. In his book Danse Macabre, Stephen 
King makes an effort to explain the magnetism of 
contemporary horror, in part by exploring its roots. Novels 
like Vathek, The Itali an, The Monk, Mel moth the Wanderer, 
and the ever-popular The Castle of Qtranto originated a set 
of conventions that have been used and reused until they 
have become simply a formula to raise the reader's pulse. 
King is aware of these conventions and points out their 
importance in defining the Gothic tradition, especially in 
relation to Straub: "What distinguishes his work. . . is his 
refusal to view the gothic conventions as static ones" 
(254). Straub transforms each of the conventions he uses-- 
repeatedly moving them from the external world to the 
internal, psychologizing them. Over the course of his 
discussion of Straub's work, King defines some of these 
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conventions although he never defines the genre; he lists 
the areas where he feels Straub is following the tradition: 
"demon possession," "vampinsm, ghou 1 i shness , and 
werewolvery," and "the gothic house" (258, 281). A list 
formed from the novels of the late eighteenth century would 
appear somewhat different: claustrophobic surroundings, the 
"gothic" castle, the faraway setting, the lack of light, th 
monstrous villain, and the hapless heroine. 
There is a central question here: what makes Straub's 
novels Gothic rather than just another mass market shudder- 
fest? Straub's work seems to function above the level 
usually found in horror novels. His tale uses terror, 
horror, and, to use King's word, the gross like any other 
v/ork of fear to achieve its end--scaring the reader, but it 
also does much more. It's a psychological exploration of 
the human psyche--not a novel of "how" but rather one of 
"why." Another difference between the Gothic and many tale 
of terror, especially contemporary ones, lies in the fact 
that the Gothic seeks to resolve the problems of the past 
rather than those of the present. In a Gothic novel, the 
past must be unearthed and laid to rest properly for the 
present and the future to begin. Although the car 
Christine, in the novel of the same name by King, has 
supposedly seduced its last owner into suicide, the action 
of the novel revolves around the complications Christine 
causes in the present. Effectively, the past is just that- 
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past. Christine did, indeed, taste human blood at the 
factory while under construction, but that ts merely a 
rationalization as to why the horror in the present is 
happening. The characters must deal with the current 
situation on its own terms. Every action immediately 
follows from every other action; Arnie buys Christine and 
begins to change; Arnie is beaten up by a gang of bullies 
who then begin to die horrible and mysterious deaths. In 
short, the majority of the action takes place within the 
novel's present. In contrast, the action of a Gothic work 
is centered around the action of the past--the history of a 
family or a long hidden sin. Characters are frequently 
caught up in situations they've not created. The genesis of 
the crisis, whatever it may be, has been shrouded in 
history. In part, this is why diaries, letters, and lost 
manuscripts play such a large part in Gothic works. 
Mysteries of the past must be interpreted and then resolved 
before the present can exist. 
In the world of Shadow!and. the past is never 
completely resolved and laid to rest. Instead it is 
constantly being reexamined for its changing significance. 
The is Straub's greatest innovation among the genre's 
conventions. Tom Flanagan, the young hero of Shadowland, is 
force- marched, not only through his own past, but also 
through the past of his potential mentor, Coleman Collins. 
Collins is a magus and the King of the Cats who is 
determined that the only way to free himself from the past 
is to replay his final show. However, instead of stripping 
the old King of power, as he did originally, he plans to 
take away the power of the potential new King, Tom. Tom 
struggles to understand Collins' past, for without that 
understanding, Tom is impotent against him. Tom must see 
Collins' past as Collins sees it; once Tom accomplishes 
this, he can use Collins' sing1e-mindedness against him. As 
Tom looks around an empty theater, he comes to the 
realization that Collins is trapped in his past and if he 
doesn't break the cycle another young magician will suffer a 
similar fate another time: "He knew the seats were empty 
now, waiting for the next repeat performance and the next 
after that" (445). Therein is the critical difference 
between Tom and Collins. Collins is trapped in his past: he 
sees everything only within terms of what has happened to 
him before. He believes the potential new King must want to 
destroy him as he destroyed the one before him. He lives 
hidden in Shadowland's walls intentionally removed from the 
world and the passage of time to more easily allow his 
psychic wounds to fester. 
As the reader finds out, Collins hires actors to help 
accurately recreate the people of his history. Throughout 
Tom's stay at Shadowland, Collins forces Tom to relive and 
inspect his own past (as young as Tom is, it is rather 
eventful). Collins, without doubt a Gothic villain, is 
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trying to capture and bring Tom under control by miring Tom 
in his ov;n personally painful past. Tom fights to prevent 
this from happening; whenever he is presented with a 
difficult piece of his past, he accepts responsibility for 
what he's done and attempts to integrate it into his 
personality so that he can continue: 
All those nightmares, back at school, all those 
dreadful visions: they had come from him. 
Beginning in him, born in him, they had spread out 
to infect everyone he knew. . . . Tom shuddered 
and stepped forward. (310) 
This acknowledgement and assimilation is what allows Tom to 
move forward; he looks squarely at the evil in himself and 
his feelings about it and admits that, as repugnant as it 
is, it all is a part of himself. Tom embraces the past in 
order to have a future; Collins never does look closely at 
himself or his past, and, as a consequence, he is trapped 
within both--unable to make contact with the future or 
fellow human beings. 
King says Straub is writing "Gothics" rather than 
"horror" novels: "They [Straub's works] are all books where 
the past eventually becomes more important than the present" 
(King 254-5). In his effort to update the tradition of 
Gothicism, Straub conscientiously follows the conventions 
formed in the eighteenth century, yet he does something more 
than just follow a formula. The conventions of the "first 
Gothicks" must be reviewed to comprehend just how 
distinctive Straub's reworkings are. Straub psychologizes 
traditional Gothicism by moving it from an external 
situation to an internal one. The evil that most threatens 
the hero's happiness is not located out there, but instead 
it is found within him and is, because of that, all the rnor 
subtle and difficult to defeat. 
Chapter I 
Eighteenth Century Gothicism 
"Straub seems to have grasped exactly — consciously--v/hat the 
gothic romance is all about, and how it relates to the rest 
of literature." (Gagne 8) 
Ann Tracy says that the Gothic world is one 
"characterized by a chronic sense of apprehension and 
premonition of impending but unidentified disaster" (3). 
She goes on to say that the defining mood "is one of 
"unavoidable v/retchedness" (3). These comments apply to 
Peter Straub's Shadow!and, but Straub works conscientiously 
to achieve this mood by manipulating and revising numerous 
Gothic conventions. Three conventions, in particular, 
deserve in depth analysis because they are the ones upon 
which both the tradition and his novel focus. To appreciate 
Straub's innovations in Shadowland, one needs some 
background concerning the original Gothic, especially the 
Gothic setting, the stock character types, and, most 
importantly, the influence the past has over the novel's 
present . 
Just being able to spot a Gothic setting, for example, 
doesn't necessarily help the reader's understanding of the 
work. Usually a castle contains the primary action; it is 
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sometimes a monastery and sometimes a manor house. It is, 
however, always a place of confinement surrounded by 
treacherous mountains or impassable swamps. A great deal of 
difficulty arises as the hero tries to gain access to this 
domain and as the heroine tries to escape. One should know 
why such isolated and decayed settings are used, what they 
represent, and how they function within the tale. Many a 
maiden has struggled valiantly to escape the confines of 
many a castle and its evil overlord. 
The easiest interpretation applied to the castle, 
specifically, and to the Gothic setting, in general, is that 
it represents a confining and perhaps corrupt authority, 
that of family, church, or a patriarchal society. Despite 
the fact that The Castle of Otranto was set several 
centuries earlier than it was written (the action takes 
place during the time of the crusades), the characters act 
and speak like people of the late Eighteenth century. But 
its castle ensures the spirit of medievalism and all its 
accompanying superstitions. The authority it represents is 
absolute. As the heroines are traditionally on the verge of 
womanhood, one critic calls the castle "childish perceptions 
of adult threats" (Holland 218). This critic also believes 
that the main purpose of the setting lies in its isolation 
of the heroine. This isolation is not only physical; the 
people residing in such a desolate spot are socially 
isolated. They have little contact with the outside world; 
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hence, they feel themselves free of its mores and civilizing 
restraints. The Gothic castle is usually in ruins, at least 
in part, which helps reflect the moral decay of the 
inhabitants. It also helps remove the heroine, and to some 
extent the reader, in time as well as in place. Ann 
Radcliffe is the undisputed mistress of claustrophobic 
Gothic surroundings. Ellena Rosalba of The I.ta_lj.a_n is 
forced into confinement in a convent, and later she is 
locked up in a "marble" house near the sea. Emily St. 
Aubert is confined in the castle of Udolpho, "which is full 
of passages, rumors, and unexplained ancestral scandals" 
(Tracy 136) . 
"Castles do not convey terror the way bottles pour 
wine": they must be made to be terrifying (Holland 216). 
They are, after all, merely the setting; something more must 
be added to make them become menacing. On a pragmatic 
level, the very fact that the castle is in ruins adds to the 
danger. There is always the very real fear of tumbling 
through a rotted floor or being crushed beneath a collapsing 
ceiling. Each Gothic castle typically has a closed off wing 
or rooms which are rumored to be haunted (Railo 8). The 
heroine is either warned away from this area or expressly 
forbidden to enter. Emily of The Mysteries of Udolpho 
believes her lover, Valancourt, is being held in the 
forbidden area of the castle. For both the reader and the 
heroine this speculation builds curiosity and adds to the 
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castle's mystery. Like Bluebeard's wives, the heroine 
yearns to enter the one forbidden place. The castle is 
usually situated so that there is a constant lack of light; 
the menacing portraits of long dead ancestors are barely 
visible. A great deal of light v;ould make everything clear, 
but just a bit of light serves only to intensify those fears 
partly seen and partly imagined. Any child wi11 explain how 
at twilight his dresser handles become demon faces leering 
at him from the semi-dark. It is this half-light that 
allows the eyes of the portraits to follow as one moves 
about the place. Except for the occasional inexplicable 
noise or the clock tower booming out to mock the heroine as 
she is trapped in space and time, the castle is ominously 
silent. Each castle also comes equipped with subterranean 
tunnels or dungeons or catacombs. In Lewis's The Monk, an 
unfortunate nun is locked within the convent's funerary 
vaults to live on bread and water and watch her illegitimate 
child rot. In addition, the monk of the title, Ambrosia, 
brings his prey (his sister) to these same vaults to break 
her spirit and then rape her. 
The heroine is unable to master her surroundings 
because of all the secret passagev/ays and hidden vaults. It 
is simply too complex for a newcomer; the castle was 
designed long ago and, despite its claim to mastery, has 
been in decay for centuries, much like the patriarchy 
feminists say it represents. Its intricacies are 
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overwhelming; there appears to be no explanation as to why 
things are the way they are. The castle represents ages of 
traditions and authority bearing down on the heroine, 
attempting to crush her spirit. While waiting for her hero 
and avoiding the castle's evil lord, the heroine explores 
all the various aspects of the castle. She tries to 
comprehend her captor through his domain. But she finds 
herself unable to comprehend either the captor or the 
castle; the lord of the castle is its master--only he can 
understand and use its powers. She, at best, can be a 
m i st r ess--u nde r stand i ng v/hen or where something occurs., but 
never how or why. In addition, Stephen King points out that 
castles are not only good for locking "them" out, but they 
are also quite capable of locking a character in--with 
"them" (267). Thus, the Gothic setting or the icon of the 
castle forces the heroine to battle for herself on 
completely unknown territory. In short, the castle is a 
passive agent of terror (Varma 19), never directly menacing 
the heroine, but instead representing and reflecting outside 
forces. 
Critics of the Gothic have enumerated the character- 
types which reside both inside and out of the castles. The 
hapless heroine is usually more acted upon than acting. She 
serves several purposes within the story. She excites the 
hero/villain to new heights and depths of passion, and, 
thus, sets the tale in motion. She is always a model of 
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chastity and decorum; she explores the castle and, perhaps, 
is the one to discover hidden secrets. She also must avoid 
being killed or, what's worse, violated by the lord. It is 
the heroine with whom the reader usually identifies. The 
original Gothic novels were widely read by women. Mot too 
surprisingly, the readership of contemporary horror novels, 
also, has a solid base of women readers. 
The young heroine's partner, the young hero, is a 
member of "sunny humanity" (Railo 38). He, too, is a model 
of decorum, though not necessarily of chastity. Railo 
points out that Theodore of The Cast l_e_ of_Ot ran to is said to 
have committed no more sins than one would expect for his 
age. (38). What makes Theodore a hero is his willingness to 
die as a sacrifice to the right cause, or, as in Shadowland, 
to choose between his wings and his song. The right or good 
cause is easily identified as anything the villain is 
against--true love or inheritance, for instance. It 
frequently happens, as it does in Shadowland, that the young 
hero is the rightful heir to an usurped position. Such is 
Theodore's--and Tom 1s--condition. One critic writes that 
the hero's role in Gothic is that of "the child who rebels 
against a parent and whose rebellion is vindicated" (Ellis 
4). As Tom arrives at Shadowland, Coleman Collins says, "I 
am your father. ... In this house I am the law" (Straub 
Shadowland 175). After this proclamation, in Tom there is 
"a sudden, strong resistance to all about him. This man 
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[is] not his father. His stories would be lies: there [is] 
nothing about him that [is] not dangerous" (175). 
In essence, in the traditional Gothic, neither the 
young hero nor the young heroine are individuals. They both 
represent static types rather than individual human beings. 
The hero and heroine have other traits in common. Both tend 
to be isolated from traditional society--physical1y, 
mentally and socially. For whatever reason, the characters 
have been misplaced or misused by society. The heroines, 
especially, tend to be on the periphery of society, 
fatherless or of questionable rank. In the end, happily, 
they frequently turn out to be of noble descent. The same 
is often true of the heroes, as wel1. The young couple find 
themselves working against a representative of the 
civi1ization--a relative, a politician, or a churchman--that 
should have been protecting them. 
All the power (villains tend to be aristocrats or 
allied with the church) and individuality of Gothic 
character types are reserved for the villain (Railo 233). 
And such fantastic villains they are; these dark 
hero/vi11 ains refined by Mrs. Radcliffe evolve into the 
fiery Byronic hero. They skulk and brood and are willing to 
go to whatever lengths necessary to achieve their ends. 
Frequently, they hide a spectacular, terrible secret from 
their past, and they all can commit the most atrocious 
crimes without a wince. They exploit the hero through his 
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own weaknesses--gui1t and fear (Tracy 7) or they urge him to 
"[confront] his own mghtmare" (Thomson 1). Villains tend 
to be trapped within themselves and their past. Of especial 
interest is what Railo calls the criminal monk. Ambrosio 
of The Monk qualifies as this character type as does Coleman 
Collins of Shadowland. At the beginning of the novel, 
Ambrosio stands as a model of virtue; his fame as a speaker 
has spread throughout Madrid, and his church is never empty. 
He serves as an inspiration to all the faithful, and it 
seems that his potential for good is unlimited. A man such 
as he should be a boon to society, but as great as his 
capacity for good is, his capacity for evil is even greater. 
He becomes overwhelmed with his own power, and he revels in 
the hypocrisy of his life. All the while he remains allied 
to a profession that (theoretically) assists people, he 
devises new ways to destroy them. 
An additional character type can be found in any number 
of Gothic tales: the wise servant. The servant is aware of 
many unspoken things, but he doesn't reveal his knowledge 
until it becomes absolutely necessary. Although trapped by 
or in service to the villain, he is often among the first 
"to recognize and accept the rightful heir" that is the 
young hero (Railo 51). Father Jerome of The Castle of 
Ot ranto not only recognizes Theodore as the true heir; he 
also recognizes Theodore as his missing son! Within the 
pages of Shadowland, Father Jerome's counterpart is Bud 
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disclosure of the novel's past. The predeterrmned fate and 
familial history of Manfred in The Castle of Otranto 
structures the entire tale. Many Gothics rest on a 
mechanical past that is revealed only as it's necessary for 
the reader's understanding. Usually, the big disclosure is 
saved for the ending: "Virtually every Gothic playwright 
after Walpole studiously withheld that secret which was the 
key to motivation, character, and action" (Evans 217). 
It's not until the very end of The Monk that the reader 
learns the true extent of Ambrosio's crimes: the woman he 
has murdered is his long-lost mother, and the girl he has 
drugged, raped, and killed is own sister. This withholding 
of the past keeps the reader in perpetual suspense, but 
prevents him/her from any deeper understanding of the 
characters. Straub, in Shadow!and, surpasses this 
simplified mechanical use of the past and creates a more 
complex psychological understanding of the theme. 
The Gothic character types, the prominence of the past, 
and the icon of the castle, along with a host of other 
legacies, have been continually used and reused until this 
day to generate terror in readers. In the 1920's, H.P. 
Lovecraft wrote of Gothic conventions that they had 
"assume[d] a less naive and obvious form" (26). He believed 
his reader--the modern reader--wouldn1t be fooled by the 
same old bag of tricks. He declared that tales of terror 
needed something more: 
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A certain atmosphere of breathless and 
unexplai nable dread of outer, unknown forces, 
a malign and particular suspension or defeat of 
those fixed laws of Nature which are our only 
safeguards against the assaults of chaos and the 
daemons of unplumbed space. (Lovecraft 15) 
Lovecraft calls this effect "cosmic fear," and states that 
all true "weird tales" (his term) must make use of it. In 
his own stories, he created a new set of conventions (which 
have, by now, become as trite as the original Gothic ones). 
What Lovecraft did in both his fiction and his non-fiction 
is update the tale of terror for the post World War I 
generation. As the original Gothic writers used the poorly 
vocalized social angst of their times, Lovecraft made use of 
the nihilism the First World War generated and the 
frightening rate at which science was progressing. Thus, he 
knowingly chose to update the tale of terror for the modern 
reader. 
Decades later, in the 1980's, Peter Straub made a 
similar choice. While using conventions developed almost 
two centuries prior, he wrote a tale of terror for the 
contemporary reader. Like Lovecraft and his predecessors, 
Straub uses social issues of his day to help focus and 
update his novel--cancer, man's lack of humanity, modern 
warfare, and the issue of free will. Critic Douglas Winter 
lists other issues that surface in contemporary horror 
novels and to some extent in Straub: "child abuse," 
"dissolution of family and marriage," "the curses of 
socialization," "urban decay," and "the malfunction of the 
mundane" (Winter 16). All these problems and more play a 
role as Tom Flanagan stumbles through his own Got h i c cast 1 
Shadowland. As Straub reworks traditional gothic 
conventions through his lens of contemporary concerns, he 
creates a Gothic for modern times, one linked knowingly to 
the eighteenth century, but speaking meaningfully to this 
one . 
Chapter II 
The Bad PI ace 
"For want of a better name, we might call this particular 
archetype the Bad Place, a term which encompasses much more 
than the fallen-down house at the end of Maple Street with 
the moldering FOR SALE sign." (King Danse 264) 
Shadow!and is not the first Gothic castle introduced in 
the novel. Tom doesn't even arrive at Shadowland unti! 
nearly halfway through the book. He first must go through a 
sort of warm-up castle, the Carson school for boys: 
The school was chiefly situated in an old Gothic 
mansion on the top of a hill, to which had been 
added a modern wing--steel beams and big plates of 
glass. The old section of the school somehow 
shrank the modern addition, subsumed it into 
itself, and all of it looked cold and haunting. 
(Straub Shadowland 17) 
The entire novel can be seen in this early description — age 
and youth, the old and the new, the past and the present. 
Undoubtedly, it is the older section of the school which 
dominates; it is the older section of the school that is 
remembered when the students look back, and it is the older 
section of the school that seduces prospective parents with 
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its English manor house appearance. Carson is a Gothic 
setting for the reader of the twentieth century. 
Modernization has been attempted: the nev/ section of Carson 
is glass and steel, but the reader sees that this modernity 
can hold up against the history that the older regions 
represent in neither appearance nor in significance. The 
eclipsing of the present by the past in Carson's 
architecture foregrounds the key strategies of Straub's 
novel: Tom must work to understand how the past impinges on 
the present, as Straub himself uses the conventions of the 
past to create a modern sense of horror. 
The school also clearly represents the overwhelming 
authority that is controlling Tom's and Del's lives. They 
are told that they will become "Carson men;" they are told, 
"[Put] the school first. [Put] yourself second to the 
school" (52). Straub loosely based Carson on a preparatory 
school he attended as a boy. In an interview, Straub talks 
of an initiation ceremony: "It was some ceremony that the 
freshmen had to go through, and it was very, very scary! 
. . . The point was to scare the hell out of these kids, and 
it did!" (Gagne 19). Straub exploits the common feeling of 
impotence in the grip of authority to help the reader 
identify with and relate to Tom and his situation. There is 
no escape from Carson school and its "menacing discipline." 
As any good Gothic castle should, Carson has a 
villainous overseer or, in this case, headmaster. Laker 
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Broome is a dark and mysterious figure to be avoided at all 
costs. On registration day the freshmen, including Tom and 
Del, are herded toward his office: "Opposite the arch was a 
vast wooden door like the entrance to a medieval church, 
cross-braced with long iron flanges" (Straub Shadow!and 27). 
The reference to medievalism and its negative connotations 
again serve to anchor the reader in the long ago and help to 
establish the mood. Behind this "medieval" door lurks ''Lake 
the Snake" who "twitches" as he comments to the boys, "'It 
is my intention, it is the school's intention, to leave our 
mark upon you'" (28). Laker Broome withholds two of the 
boys, including Del, for the purpose of terrorizing them. 
He tells Bob Sherman a story that ends with the young hero 
(who is suspiciously similar to Sherman) being torn to 
pieces by hunger-crazed dogs. At this point, Sherman 
notices that Laker, too, has a "great goddamned doberman" at 
his side. 
Laker Broome is the undisputed master of Carson castle. 
He intentionally and with sadistic glee terrifies the 
students during chapel and during the hunt for the stolen 
glass owl. His power is such that during the fire which 
consumes the entire school, Dave Brick, a boy awaiting 
punishment, remains where he was told to and, as a result, 
dies in flames. As an adult, Tom suggests that Laker Broome 
is "a minor devil" (461). Investigation reveals only that 
he was at Carson for that single dreadful year and that he 
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is not on file with the Association of Secondary School 
Headmasters. Once his castle was gone, he seemed to be as 
well. Laker Broome epitomizes the evil mannequin of the old 
Gothic setting; he is the i11-understood authority 
controlling the boys, and he partakes of mindless tradition. 
He and his castle must be destroyed to assure a future for 
Tom and Del . 
ShadowlLand's unnamed narrator says this of Carson 
school: "If Carson had been the manor house some of its 
aspects suggested, it would have been not only haunting but 
also haunted" (18). Carson, does indeed, seem to be 
haunted; in a chapter titled, "Fads," two rather disturbing 
fads that swept the school are detailed. The first is a 
fascination with "sick jokes." For instance, "What did 
Joey's mother say v/hen he wouldn't stop picking his nose? 
Joey, I'm going to saw the fingers off your wooden hand" 
(98). The narrator, now an adult, but at the time a 
classmate of Tom and Del, sees these jokes as a 
manifestation of "the hysterical illness at work in the 
school's unconscious" (98). However, this illness manifests 
itself in more traditionally frightful ways. The students 
of Carson school for boys begin to have nightmares. The 
second fad of that year is the posting of these nightmares 
on school bulletin boards in an effort to share their 
terror. The authorities pull these notices down and deny 
the validity of "what lay behind all of those well-fed 
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suburban faces" (100). The students v/on't be denied their 
outlet and the notices continue: 
. . . wolves were ripping at me, and I knew I was 
dying . . , all alone in the middle of icebergs 
and huge mountains of ice . . . a girl with long 
snaky hair and blood on her fingers ... I was up 
in the air and no one could get me down and I knew 
I was going to blow away and be lost . 
something like a man but with no face was chasing 
me and he was never going to get tired . . . (100) 
There is a "secret life running through the school, beating 
away out of sight, humming like an engine" (127). It is 
this life that is invading the boys' minds and giving them 
nightmares; moreover, they are powerless to escape because 
school is where teenage boys belong. They are teenage 
Americans; school is the authority in their lives, so no 
matter how they are misused or tortured they must submit. 
Carson bears additional similarities to a Gothic 
castle. Aside from the evil overlord, Laker Broome, there 
are monsters. Some are the traditional bugaboos of any high 
school: seniors, Latin and Phys. Ed. teachers, but others 
are of a different cast. Skeleton Ridpath is a senior, but 
he isn't like the other students. He enjoys the unavoidable 
fear and pain boiling in the other students; he's not like 
them: 
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Other people were blinkered, self-deluded rabbits; 
they looked at the desert and saw what they called 
"beauty," walling themselves off from it. Other 
people were afraid of the truth in themselves, 
which was also the truth at the world's heart. 
Every man was a killer~-that was what Skeleton 
knew. Every leaf, every grann of sand, had a 
killer in it. If you touched a tree, you could 
feel a wave of blackness pumping through it, drawn 
up from the ground and breathed out through the 
bark. (60-1). 
Skeleton's only delight comes from violence and horror. He 
seeks out the cause of the school 's illness, not to abolish 
it, but rather to serve it. Straub says in an interview 
that the cause is Tom: 
The bizarreness of the school comes because Tom 
has this unrecognized power just boiling away 
inside him, which is completely untapped. Because 
of that and because there is this extremely sick 
acolyte to power, Skeleton Ridpath, everything 
starts to sort of overflow the bounds and damage 
other kids in the school. (Gagne 19) 
From afar, Collins is watching the chaos, and he sees in 
Skeleton a great capacity for service. 
At the end of Part I, Tom reveals, "The school was 
Shadowland too" (Straub Shadowland 143). One can't tell if 
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Collins arranges Shadowland to become like Carson, or if 
Carson is merely a reflection of Shadowland. Either way, 
Carson was only practice for the Gothic terrors that Tom and 
Del must face at Shadowland proper: 
It looked like a Victorian summer house which had 
been added on to by generations owners: a three- 
story frame building with gables and corbels and 
pointed windows, flanked by more modern wings. 
It looked faintly like a compound--faint1y like 
somethi ng else. 
"The school," Tom said. "I mean ... it sort of 
reminds me of our school." (168) 
Again, as with Carson, some attempt has been made to update 
and modernize Shadowland, but it would seem the castle will 
have none of that. Shadowland continues to assert its true 
Gothic self over any effort to modernize it. To further 
reinforce the impression that the boys have not. left Carson 
behind, Shadowland's only light comes from candles scattered 
about. "'You knew,' Del said. 'Just like registration 
day'" (169). The power and authority that Carson and its 
master, Laker Broome, foreshadowed are nothing when compared 
to the greater power of Coleman Collins and his castle, 
Shadowland. Collins gives an introductory talk much like 
Broome's; only he states simply, "In this house, I am the 
law" (175). 
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Like the true Gothic villain he is, Collins giver, the 
boys rules without explanations. They are not to leave 
their rooms at night under any circumstances, and in classic 
Gothic fashion, they are forbidden from entering certain 
areas of the house. It is one of these areas that 
particularly intrigues Tom: "a crossbarred wooden door as 
impressive as Laker Broome's" (172). Tom will, of course, 
venture beyond this door as well as go out at night. 
Carson, too, had arbitrary rules and forbidden areas, but 
Tom and Del have learned these areas frequently are 
forbidden only to help hide something potentially damaging 
to the authority. For instance, Skeleton had forbidden the 
freshmen from the stage because he had hidden the stolen 
glass owl there. Tom can sense the similarity in the two 
places: "Shadowland, as much as he knew of it, was a test 
harder and more important than any he had ever taken at 
Carson" (230 ) . 
Young Del had been to this particular castle before, 
and he had found it sheltering rather than threatening. He 
teases Tom after their arrival: "'Hey, did you know this was 
a haunted house?' Del asks playfully" (170). He shows Tom a 
"trick" built into a bathroom mirror. This is the 
Collector, and it is more than a trick. It is an invention 
of Collins'. He uses it to commit his violence and to 
harvest the souls of his enemies. Without explicit 
knowledge of it, the Collector is the very thing Skeleton 
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was praying to become. He wanted to be taken into the 
Collector, to feel its black power, to inhabit its form, and 
to serve Collins. The Collector is the greatest guardian of 
Shadowland. Collins points this out to Tom after Tom is 
almost destroyed by the Collector in his first solo 
encounter: 
"Do not begin things when you will get too 
flustered to remember how to finish them." He 
turned to go, then faced Tom again. "But you just 
proved your greatness as a magician, if you are 
interested. You made that happen. And one thing 
more. I saved your life--saved it from the 
consequences of your own abilities. Remember 
that." (279) 
Tom discovers that whoever can control himself enough to 
command this internal monster can also be master of all 
Shadowland. However, unlike the old gothics, ov/nership will 
not hinge on some conveniently produced twist in inheritance 
of primogeniture. Tom must earn his right to become master 
by first becoming master of himself. 
Aside from the Collector, there are other monsters 
residing in the house. Some are more malicious then others. 
On the first night of Tom's stay, he disobeys Collins' 
command and leaves his room to investigate some strange 
noises. What follows is a hallucinatory scene of badger- 
baiting during which Tom meets Mr. Peet and the Wandering 
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Boys. These men are singularly unattractive; Tom describes 
one as having the face of a jack-o-1antern. In addition, 
they are heavy and have pasty skin as if they haven't been 
outdoors in a long time. They are very violent; a fight 
erupts while they are digging the pit, and they go after one 
another with chains and shovels. As Tom spies on their 
activities, he discovers their names: "Snail, Seed, Rock, 
Pease, Thorn, Root: were those names?'' (189). They don' t 
seem very human, and Tom thinks of them as ''monstrous 
dwarfs" or "trolls" (188,9). The most intriguing bit of 
information about these monsters comes from Rose Armstrong, 
herself a denizen of Shadowland. Tom guestions her about 
the Wandering Boys, and she replies, "'I don't like it when 
they're here. They're not like him. . . .They're dead." 
(243-4). Rose is never called upon to explain her comment; 
however, Tom discovers that the Boys can be annihilated like 
any other fiend serving Collins. 
Rose Armstrong is a monster of sorts, too. Although 
Del has met lie'" over the course of previous visits, she is 
new to Tom. During their first meeting, she says of 
Collins, "He made me" (242). The implication seems to be 
that she is under his command like Mr. Feet. However, Rose 
isn't the same as Mr. Peet and the boys; she seems to have 
more self-determination, but she pays a price for the little 
freedom Collins affords her. In thinking of her, Del says, 
"'Well, she looks kind of. . . ' Del hesitated. 'Kind of . 
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. well, hurt." (205). The boys never know how hurt she 
i s : 
Rose too was in pain. Rose is always in pain, and 
only Mr. Collins knows this. For as long as she 
has walked, she had walked on swords, broken 
glass, burning coals; the ground stabs her feet. 
Only Mr. Collins knows how when she walks on her 
high heels, nails jab into her soles, making every 
step a crucifixion like Tom's. (41G). 
Rose is a mermaid. She also is completely dominated by 
Collins; he did, indeed, make her. She tries to help the 
boys escape from Collins, but she finds herself unable. She 
betrays Tom and Del, and instead of leading them to the 
nearest village, she returns them to Collins. Previously. 
Collins had tried to tell Tom the truth about Rose: "'She is 
my creation. She has no notion of morality, and less of 
love'" (347). Tom refuses to believe him, as Collins 
expected he would. As a result, Tom must pay. Rose is as 
much Collins' plaything as the Collector is, and once 
Collins no longer rules at Shadowland, she cannot stay. She 
does her best to assist Tom through the final battle. Then, 
while he rests victorious beside the lake, she leaves: ''In 
his sleep, he heard her go; and heard the rippling of the 
water" (456). 
Shadowland, and its weak reflection, Carson, represent 
the castles of classic Gothic literature replete with a 
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brooding overlords, forbidden areas, and monsters with both 
good and bad intentions. Tom's job is to conquer the 
castle, subdue the monsters within, and vanquish its master. 
In doing all this, he becomes the new master, but he also 
destroys Shadowland. Or perhaps not, for Shadowland is 
"anywhere secretive and mean, anywhere that deserved shadows 
because the people there hated light. Shadowland impiiea 
dispossession" (320). This idea redefines the conventional 
Gothic space into a psychological space. As the Gothic 
setting is now within the characters, so are the worst of 
the Gothic monsters. Tom's greatest challenge is defeating 
the potential monster within himself. Shadowland will 
always exist, and Tom, like Rose, can never really leave his 
Gothic space because he carries it and all its implications 
around with him. 
Chapter III 
What Kind of Man? 
. . like a human earthquake, like a man crumbling 
apart over the fault-line behind his eyes, like something 
all wound up and waiting to explode" (King Talisman 200). 
Each of the main characters in Shadowland has a 
corresponding character type in the eighteenth century 
Gothic tradition. Straub makes a point of reworking and 
adding depth to each of these categories, especially the 
hero and the villain. In Shadowland, each of the various 
characters seems an individual rather than an example of a 
type; the v/ays in which Straub alters each category help add 
intensity to each character and to the novel as a whole. 
Thus, Straub refines the two-dimensional character. The 
heroine does not exist solely to serve the plot, nor is the 
hero simply a representative of morality. Through his 
transformation of these character types, Straub explores the 
very modern issue of identity and self-determination. Three 
of the four main characters maintain superficial 
similarities to literary predecessors. Straub undermines 
the usual understanding of what these characters represent. 
The forth, Coleman Collins, is an intensification of the 
eighteenth century prototype. 
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Strangely enough, the Gothic heroine of Shnriow 1 ar.d is 
an adolescent boy, Del IM i ght i nga 1 e. He is, without a doubt, 
more acted upon than acting and the more passive of the two 
boys. In addition, he is the nephew of that Gothic villain, 
Coleman Collins. Like many a Gothic heroine, Del is an 
orphan--without the protection of a family. From the first, 
Del is shown to be a weak, powerless person; he seems 
feminine, a member of a traditionally powerless group. The 
reader's, and Tom's, first encounter with Del is during 
Registration day at Carson. Del has forgotten to bring a 
pen, and as he responds to the reprimands of the masters, 
his voice is described as "girlish" and "high-pitched." To 
make matters worse, Del has a small stature and long, fine, 
dark hair. The masters and the other students make frequent 
references to his questionable ethnic background and his 
questionable sexuality. As a suspected Greek and 
homosexual, his masculine identity is in question from the 
start. Del seems aware of his problems and his need for a 
protector. As the nightmarish registration day ends, the 
narrator says of Del, "At that moment, he wanted Tom 
Flanagan to befriend him more than anything else in the 
world" (Straub Shadgwl_and 34). As a young teenage boy, 
Del's effeminacy adds to his vulnerability and impotence. 
In the male-dominated world of the preparatory school, 
Del doesn't stand a chance. The only sources of power for 
Del are false ones, based on relationships with more 
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masculine characters. Unfortunately, neither of his routes 
to power is grounded in the truth. Del's first avenue to 
strength, his relationship with Collins, is based on 
Collins' misunderstanding of Del's identity. As for the 
second, although he has some innate magical abi 1 i 11 es- i t is 
these which fool Collins for many years--the greatest feats 
he accomplishes are through Tom's magical "battery." In an 
interview concerning Shadowland, Straub says, "Del, being 
very attuned to magic and very ambitious about it draws off 
some of that power" (Gagne 20). 
Tom and Del become inseparable fast friends. Not too 
far into the school year, Tom is already called to Del 's 
defense. Del's debatable masculimty--by all male prep 
school standards--has again come under scrutiny on the 
football field. Consequently, he is menaced in an 
manifestly feminine way; he is in danger of being raped by 
Skeleton Ridpath: 
He stepped forward: he was almost half again as 
tall as Del, and he looked like an elongated bony 
white worm. He also looked crazy, caught up in 
some spiraling private hatred: . . . For a second 
he seemed a demented, furious giant. 
His bruised face twisted, and he said, "Why 
don't you suck--" 
Tom Flanagan catapulted himself off the bench 
and rushed toward him. (Straub Sjiadowland 57-8) 
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In this particular incident, Tom saves Del from Skeleton's 
wrath. Later, after the death of Tom's father, Tom is 
unable to safeguard Del, and Del must submit while Skeleton 
whips his naked back with a belt. The less harrowing result 
of the locker room scene is the nickname assigned to Del-- 
Florence Nightingale. Every time the other boys refer to 
Del as Florence (even Tom is guilty of it on occasion) it 
serves to remind the reader of Del's femininity and 
impotence. 
Del fits into the mold of the traditional Gothic 
heroine, but Straub adds to his characterization the twi = t 
of a newer convention. Hannah Lewis has classified several 
characters in contemporary "Gothic" novels as "catalytic" 
children. In this category, she includes the lead child 
characters of The Shining, Firestarter, and Cujo, all by 
Stephen King, and The Other, by Thomas Tryon. A11 these 
characters and Del, too, are "basically innocent" (Lewis 
151). Plus, each has some special gift; they are human, but 
with extra mental or psychic abilities (151). These 
characters are important in that they "[cause] events to 
happen and people to interact. The effect of actions upon 
[them] is far less important than the total resolution of 
the plot" (151). As a catalytic child serves his/her 
purpose in the novel, s/he is used up. S/he loses the 
special ability, grows up, or dies (151). This is, in 
effect, what happens to Del when he is transformed into a 
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glass bird. Of the major characters, Del is the least 
substantial. Whether he is being compared to Emily of The 
Mysteries of Udolpho or to Danny of The Shini nq, his main 
purpose lies in being a potential victim for the villain 
and, thus, the instigator of the action. 
Because he is an orphan, Del lives with his godparents, 
the Hillmans. They are cold and uncanng, more concerned 
with alcohol and money than with Del. However, they have a 
negro servant who cares for Del very much. This is the 
traditional knowing servant of early Gothic fare. After the 
boys' dreadful registration day, Bud Copeland meets them at 
the door. Tom is surprised and awkward; he's never before 
encountered a butler. Del explains that Bud has worked for 
the Hillmans as long as he has lived with them. The first 
hint of Bud's importance comes as Tom is leaving: 
Bud Copeland opened the door and leaned out after 
him. "Be a good friend to our Del, now," he said 
softly. Tom nodded, then by reflex held out his 
hand. Bud Copeland shook it warmly, smiling down. 
An odd look of recognition, disturbing to Tom, 
momentarily passed over the butler's face. "I see 
the Arizona Flanagans are gentlemen," he said, 
gripping the boy's hand. "Take care, Red." 
(Straub Sh_adowl_and 46) 
This is Bud's moment of revelation. He can sense Tom's 
innate magical ability, the essence of Tom's individuality; 
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Bud also knows what difficulties Tom's uniqueness will 
cause. In Shad owl and the wise servant is not only the first 
to recognize and aid the true heir; he is, himself, exiled 
royalty. 
Tom, the hero, is also of questionable social standing; 
his father has recently died and his mother has gone to 
England for the summer--!eaving him, in effect, an orphan. 
Me can see this in himself and it unnerves him: "a wall had 
crumbled, an anchor had snapped; he was without protection" 
(Straub Shadowland 118). In addition, he stands on the 
brink of manhood, trying to negotiate his passage into the 
v/orid of adults: 
Good-bye, good-bye, he says to himself. Good-bye 
freedom. Yet a part of him looks forward to 
making the change to high school, to really 
beginning the process of grov/ing up: he imagines 
that the biggest changes of his life are about to 
happen. For a moment, like all children on the 
point of change, he wishes he could foresee the 
future, somehow live through it in advance--test 
the water there. (14) 
Both boys are finding the passage into adulthood 
particularly difficult because neither has the usual social 
supports. Tom and Del have no parents to speak of and have 
been misused by the social authority of Carson school. 
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They, like the heros and heroines of the eighteenth century, 
cannot rely on the usual support systems. 
As an unknown nobleman, Tom has another similarity to 
his ancestors in the eighteenth century. He is indeed a 
member of "sunny humanity" (Railo 38). He says as much to 
Del while they're discussing Shadow!and's schedule- "'I 
prefer daylight'" (Straub Shadowland 333), His buried noble 
nature finds Collins' need for darkness and secrecy 
disturbing. Although he's not literally royalty, he does 
have the potential to become the next King of the Cats. It 
is for this reason that Collins takes an interest in Ton:. 
First, Collins attempts to seduce Tom to his version of 
magic; when he fails, as it seems he knew he would, he 
decides that Tom must destroyed. Collins has mistakenly 
courted Del for many years in the false belief that Del has 
been chosen as the next King of the Cats. He knew that he 
would be able to control Del--that his nephew's devotion was 
without questions or bounds. Because of his deficiencies, 
Del represents no challenge to Collins' position as the King 
of the Cats. Del, even if he were to ascend to the throne, 
v/ould never seek the sort of vengeance that Collins has 
wrought upon Speckle John. Collins can't expect any sort of 
restraint from Tom. Collins fears the young, rightful King 
as any usurper would. 
Ostensibly, Tom is linked to the traditional gothic 
hero; however, Straub departs from the usual stereotype by 
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exploring contradictions in his character--and by raising 
questions at the end about just how successfully Tom has 
resolved these contradictions and how at ease Tom is with 
his new identity. The traditional Gothic hero always wins 
by defeating an external evil; Tom must struggle to come to 
terms with the unsettling potential evil which lies within 
him. Collins invites Tom to come to know this darker side 
of his soul, as Collins himself has done. It is Collins' 
belief that the secret to magic lies in hating wel1. He 
tells Tom, "'You have the germ of quite a good hater in 
you'" (219). Collins is an excellent hater: "it occurred to 
[Tom] that Coleman Collins hated both Del and himself" 
(221 ) . 
In effect, Collins gives Tom permission to explore the 
hidden dark within both himself and Shadowland: 
"I forbid you nothing. Nothing," uttered the 
awful face. "You may go anywhere--you may open 
any door. but, little bird, remember that you 
must be prepared to accept whatever you find." 
The long jaws spread in a smile filled with 
teeth . " (215) 
For a while, Tom is heady with his new-found abilities; he 
and Del even fantasize about how they will live once one or 
the other has become the new master of Shadowland: 
These thoughts bounced against an area in himself 
which he did not wish to acknowledge, but which 
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was there all the same; part of him was fascinated 
by Shadowland, and intrigued by the powers Coleman 
Collins might be able to find in him. (273). 
Tom is both attracted and repulsed by his potential; still, 
he realizes that no matter how great his potential is, 
Collins is King of the Cats and, in all probability, cannot 
be taken at his word: "Tom knew in his bones that no matter 
what Collins said, he would not surrender his place in the 
magicians' world, whatever that was, to a fifteen-year-old 
boy" (307). It is this certainty that first prevents Tom 
from truly exploiting his powers. Only once Collins is 
damaging the people Tom cares about does Tom decide that an 
all-out magical battle is the only way to deal with Collins. 
Tom's magical skill makes him uncomfortable because it 
forces him to face that part of himself that resembles and 
can identify with Collins. The past year has been an 
eventful one in Tom's life. During his stay at Shadowland, 
he learns that almost all the horrid events that went on at 
Carson were ultimately his fault. His seething magical 
aptitude facilitated each incident. It was his fear 
amplified through his magical battery that caused Carson 
students to have nightmares. It was his frustration and 
anger that Skeleton Ridpath was sensing and worshipping. It 
was his battery that Del tapped into to steal the owl which, 
in turn, allowed Laker Broome to go on a spree of terror. 
Tom thinks he has accepted all this--thinks he can take 
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responsibility for the grim part of himself--that is until 
his final battle with the Collector. 
In order to defeat the Collector, Tom must free 
Skeleton who is trapped within. Collins has chosen well, 
for there is no one more repulsive to Tom. To free 
Skeleton, Tom must first admit that he is responsible for 
Skeleton's warped soul. The Collector has Tom by the 
throat; as Tom struggles for air, he, at first, refuses to 
face the true extent of his involvement. Skeleton's room 
was lacquered with images of hatred and war; Tom "thinks" to 
the boy within the beast, "'Skeleton, I was in your room'" 
(420). But partial acceptance isn't sufficient to free 
either Tom or Skeleton; Tom continues to drown in a room 
full of air. Full acknowledgment is necessary: 
I was your room. This is the worst thought of 
all, worse even than the certainty that he alone 
has seen Skeleton hanging like a spider from the 
auditorium ceiling because at that moment Skeleton 
was a broken-away and unwanted piece of himself: 
that Skeleton's cave of horrors, lovingly clipped 
from magazines, was a depiction of some boarded- 
off area of his mind, the area to which Coleman 
Collins had thrown open the gates in his own soul 
in the early 1920,s. 
I am your room, he sent into Skeleton's mind, 
taking responsibility for it all. (421) 
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To Tom, Skeleton's room represents a complete flowering of 
the shadow side of the human soul--his soul. It is 
brutality, inhumanity, violence and pain; it is one person 
harming another for enjoyment. With this admission, he 
frees his enemy from the Collector and traps himself in the 
world of the magician. 
The narrator says of Tom that he was Carson's most 
"baffling failure. . . Tom Flanagan had seemed to turn his 
back deliberately and uncaringly on success" (6). The 
narrator is referring to worldly success in the Carson 
fashion, but it applies on another level. Magic itself is 
not innately evil. Speckle John, the old king, seems to be 
a good person, yet Tom repeatedly refuses to be welcomed 
into the magicians' society: 
A man in black stepped out of the woods. Black 
cape, black hat shielding his face. He carried a 
bloodied sword and pointed it across twenty feet 
of open space at Tom's chest. 
Have you worlds within you? 
"No." He did not want these worlds. 
Do you want dorm m on? 
"No . " 
He saw the treasure within you, child. 
"And he hated it." 
Honor the Book. 
"I don't even know it." 
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You belong to the Order. 
"I don't belong to anything." Tom feared that 
the man with the invisible face would run him 
through, but instead he said, You know what you 
are, child. (311). 
At this point, Tom cannot acknov/ledge his own potential for 
mayhem and hatred. He needs to not only to admit to this 
sort of potential, but also to see it as truly a part of 
himself--as innate as his good side. Tom later finds it 
necessary to welcome himself to the dark world of the 
magician order to free Skeleton from the Collector: "Tom 
knows with true and certain finality that in saying this he 
has finally become a magician: not just a low-grade psychic, 
but a magician, the black figure with a sword. He has 
welcomed himself" (421). 
In his effort to avoid the shadowy aspects of magic, he 
goes to the other extreme. Because the Order has existed 
for centuries, it seems unlikely that Tom has destroyed it 
just by eliminating Collins. Tom is the only magus 
qualified to be King of the Cats. As Tom wanders away from 
the burning wreckage that was Shadowland, he takes the Book 
with him: "Tom stood up, pushed the book into his beIt, and 
walked back across the beach" (457). So Tom has both the 
raw talent and the necessary tool to train himself to better 
fulfill his kingship. The ambiguity arises over whether or 
not Tom accepts himself as King of the Cats--whether Tom can 
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ever be at peace with the Gothic world he carries within 
him. The reader knows that Tom is not a success by worldly 
standards. Is he a benevolent king too involved with his 
otherwor1dly realm to bother? Or--and this seems more 
likely--has he refused to embrace himself as a magician for 
fear that he will become like Collins--a good hater? 
Perhaps it is his final encounter with Collins that haunts 
him; he seems to enjoy Collins' downfall. He even seems to 
gloat a little as he thinks: "The secret did lie in hating 
we 11" (450). 
There is an additional ambiguity in Tom's character: 
his sexuality. Del is presented as a feminine character and 
his relationship with Tom is undeniably homoerotic. This is 
understandable especially as both boys attend an all male 
preparatory school and as prone to the intensity of 
adolescence. One assumes that Tom will mature into 
"appropriate" adult sexual relationships as he matures in 
other ways. He seems to be on the way through his contact 
with Rose Armstrong, but Rose is unattainable. Tom can 
safely love her subconsciously knovying there is little risk 
of genuine involvement. Tom has been told from the first 
Rose is Collins' creature. She herself admits devotion 
toward Collins. Collins attempts to set himself up a father 
figure for Tom, and when one considers Tom's love for Rose 
in this light, one can easily see Tom's lurking immaturity. 
Tom and Rose have a sexual encounter in the woods; however, 
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it is not the genital contact of an "adult" relationship. 
There no indication later in the novel that Tom has 
progressed, sexually beyond adolescence. There is no 
mention of any other loves throughout his life. He seerns , 
despite his other maturing experiences, to have remained 
forever the boy. 
In contrast to the hero and heroine who stand alone on 
the periphery of society, the Gothic villain is usually 
rooted firmly in it. Villains are frequently 
representatives of various seats of power—associated with 
the church, the government, or a relative of the hero or 
heroine. Coleman Collins, as mentioned earlier, is Del's 
uncle. In addition, he is a retired army officer and a 
doctor, both respected positions. Collins is also 
representative of power in another way: he is outrageously 
rich. By virtue of wealth, society will overlook and 
forgive a great deal of antisocial behavior. Collins' 
clearest literary ancestor is Ambrosio, the criminal monk of 
The Monk. Collins' status as a doctor places him into this 
category. One normally thinks of doctors (and monks) as 
selfless and dedicated to the good of mankind, but Collins 
mocks this image. In his youth, it is only through his 
beliefs and opinions; later, it is through his actions. By 
the end of the tale, the reader stands aghast at how 
effortlessly Collins, the former preserver of life, can hate 
and destroy people: 
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"Watch carefully," Collins said, and closed his 
eyes. A shadow line of black appeared around him, 
outlining him for a second. [Peet] stopped 
moving. A line of red joined the black, and both 
lines became a single thick line of vibrant blue. 
[Peet] screamed. 
Collins' aura blazed for a moment. [Peetj's 
scream went up an octave in pitch, and the man's 
hands flew to his scalp. A smell like gunpowder 
invaded the room, and [Peet] blew up as if there 
had been a bomb in his guts. (419) 
This wealthy man, this doctor, whom society has entrusted 
with its power and its future, is nothing but pure malice. 
Collins has respect for neither society nor family. 
His reasons for becoming a doctor are not in the least 
altruistic. He has nothing but scorn for the remainder of 
mankind. Everything to Collins is a part of his will to 
power: "medicine seemed the only thing in the practical 
world. . . where the ability to make fundamental changes is 
so great as to automatically inspire awe" (246). He had 
thought to use both the army and the war as means to this 
end. Once he welcomed into the Order, he abandoned all his 
former obligations. Collins forsakes both his Hippocratic 
oath and his officer's commission. In addition, Coleman 
Collins is perfectly willing to use, abandon or destroy his 
nephew, Del, in his pursuit of power. 
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Collins sins agairst Del repeatedly. It is he who lias 
Del's parents killed in a plane crash. Tom accuses him of 
doing it for the family money. Collins offhandedly 
responds: "'I thought I'd get Del's share too, you know.' 
Collins smiled. 'At one time I thought he might be my 
successor. It would have been better if he had been. I 
could control my nephew'" (388). Now that Collins has 
discovered the true heir, Del becomes merely another oav/n to 
be manipulated. First, Collins uses Dei to bring Tom to 
Shadowland by seeming to place Del in jeopardy. Del invites 
his classmate and best friend, Tom Flanagan, to spend the 
summer with him at his uncle's rambling mansion in the 
Vermont woods. Collins knows that despite Tom's personal 
difficulties (many of which Collins has orchestrated), the 
young hero will come. Collins also uses Del to show Tom the 
glory of the dark side of magic. Collins lies to Del in an 
attempt to alienate Tom and to make Tom believe that he car' 
rely on no one but Collins. Still, Torn refuses to succumb 
to Collins' desires. After Del no longer serves any purpose 
in Collins' plans, Del is left in the brutal hands of the 
Wandering Boys. Tom steadfastly refuses to abandon his 
friend, regardless of what Collins does or what he convinces 
Del to do. Eventually, Collins forces Tom to choose between 
his burgeoning magical powers and Del's life. For Tom, 
there is no choice. He remains true to Del and offers up 
his abilities in exchange for Del's life. This only 
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infuriates Collins further, causing him to upscale his 
attacks on both boys. Collins1 crimes are atrocious in both 
number and magnitude, and, true to Gothic form, even when 
his downfall is inevitable, he steadfastly refuses to 
repent. 
Like most Gothic villains, Collins is haunted by his 
misdeeds. They are not simply his past; they are his 
identity. Coleman Collins has planned this summer as the 
summer of his "unburdening." Not only does he teach the 
boys magic and tell them fairy stories. Early in the novel, 
at Carson, Tom has learned that fairy stories are used to 
help establish and understand identity. Collins also tells 
them his biography. He describes how he was reborn as a 
magician and how he was taken into a secret society. The 
leader of this society is King of the Cats. When Collins is 
initiated, the King is a black man, Speckle John (Collins' 
talks on Speckle John help to reveal to the observant reader 
another inconsistency in his character. At first, Collins 
berates other army officers for their attitudes toward the 
black soldiers. Later, he belittles Speckle John because of 
his race). Speckle John welcomes Collins and takes it upon 
himself to train the young magician. Eventually, the two 
tour Europe as the premiere magicians of the day. But 
Collins is ambitious and unprincipled; he misuses his 
magical ability and a schism develops between the two men. 
Collins narrates how from the first he coveted the owl chair 
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of the king: "'I was too superstitious to sit. in it, though 
I wanted to. Even then, I wanted that chair for' my own. I 
knew what it represented'" (293). Collins tells the boys 
that Speckle John betrayed him, that Speckle John was weak 
and no longer deserved his throne, but all this is simply 
excuse-making for the true explanation. Coleman Collins is 
an ambitious, power-driven man: "'But I knew that the day 
would arrive when my growing strength would confront his. I 
was never content with the second chair'" (295). When 
Collins does usurp the owl chair, he gleefully strips 
Speckle John of his powers and sends him into the world: "I 
gave him a lifelong punishment, didn't I tell you that? I 
made him a servant" (388). As Collins destroyed the old 
king, Speckle John, he now plans to destroy the new one, 
Tom . 
Collins is aware of his ancestors. He acknowledges 
them in the preface to one of the stories he tells the boys: 
"This was told by Sir Walter Scott to Washington Irving, and 
by Monk Lewis to the poet Shelley--and to me by a friend of 
mine who actually saw it happen" (9). Nevertheless, Collins 
differs from them and the original Gothic villains in some 
important ways. First of all, Collins has a great deal of 
knowledge that his older counterparts did not have. The 
other criminal monk, Ambrosio, relentlessly pursues and 
murders a family member, as does Collins; however, Ambrosio 
is unaware of his relation to his prey. Collins knowingly 
menaces his nephew and only living relation, Del. Collins' 
final difference with his predecessors moves him above their 
ranks and magnifies his Gothic villainy. Unlike Manfred, 
Collins was not born into the situation that is going to 
bring about his downfall. He is not fated to any particular 
course of action. There is no family curse lurking, waiting 
to destroy his life. He is also unlike Ambrosio; he was not 
seduced into evil by a higher, supernatural being. He was 
not tricked into believing untruths about his actions. What 
makes Collins surpass both Ambrosio and Manfred in his 
capacity for evil is the fact that he chose evil--knowingly. 
He actively pursues his depravities with full recognition of 
the damage he is causing. Collins is purely human evil. He 
cannot blame any force outside of himself for his life and 
deeds. 
"In general, horror stories end by restoring the status 
quo. ... In this sense, as King has said, horror 
literature is essentially conservative" (Bricgestock 120). 
This is clearly seen in the traditional Gothic novels: the 
usurping villain is eradicated and the rightful heirs, 
usually the hero and heroine, step into their appropriate 
positions within society. All is right with the world; 
everything ends as it began. Societal values are reaffirmed 
and the reader can rest assured that he is living in the 
best of all possible worlds. In the world of Shado.vl r.no. 
this isn't the case. Tom loses his heroine, and Tom refuses 
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to assume his rightful, hard-won position. Through his 
transformation of the usual character types, Straub places 
the status quo, itself, in question, implying that all is 
still not right. It never was, and, quite possibly, it 
never will be. The ending is decidedly ambiguous. Is Tom's 
fear of ascending to power any better than Collins' abuse of 
power? Has Tom truly escaped Shadowland and all it 
represents, or is it yet controlling him? 
Chapter IV 
T i me and Again 
"Do you think there is a real point where then stops and now 
begins? . . . 'Don't you know that down deep the things that 
happen to you never really stop happening to you?'" (Straub 
Koko 143) 
In the eighteenth century novel The Castle of Qtranto, 
the young hero, Theodore, is locked into his position as a 
cast member of fate as surely as the evil Manfred is. For 
both characters, their roles center on what happened long 
ago. The reader is not aware of the specifics of this past 
event, only that it happened and that it is of utmost 
importance. The purpose of the plot is solely to bring 
about Manfred's downfall (Railo 35). In contrast, the hero, 
the villain, and the reader of Shadowland are all aware of 
the past that is shaping the character's current lives. In 
Shadowland the downfall of Coleman Collins is neither a sure 
thing nor the center of the plot. Instead, the plot serves 
to assist in the exploration of the various characters' 
psyches. Tom's past is more immediate than Collins', but no 
less important. The reader experiences, along with Tom, the 
occurrences that become the past. Tom must learn to 
assimilate and overcome his past or he will become mired 
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within it. On the other hand, the reader is merely told the 
story of Collins' past and is not allowed to interpret it as 
it is happening, clearly placing his character in the 
tradition of the older novels. Tom, a modern man, will 
learn to accept responsibility for and to integrate his past 
without becoming obsessed over it. This stands in contrast 
to Collins who finds it necessary to play out his past by 
and again as if that, somehow, can exorcise it from him. 
In her paper "Haunting and Healing: Memory and Guilt In 
Peter Straub," Bernadette Bosky greatly underestimates the 
role of the past in Shadowland. Of his other novels she 
says, "The emphasis is on memory, and on the power of the 
past, seemingly as a virulent force in its own right" (3). 
On this point, she agrees v/ith King's criticism of Straub. 
(King Danse 254). Furthermore, she writes, "The past is 
important in Shadowland primarily as yarn that the 
imagination can use in weaving a present and future; it has 
a haunting power, but only that given to it by magic" (Bosky 
3). In the world of ShadowJand, the past is much more than 
just a "haunting power." It is the psychological key to 
unlocking and understanding each of the characters. Also, 
the past does stand as a "force in its own right;" by the 
novel's climax, it has evolved almost into a character 
separate from the others. The transformation of the past is 
how Straub transforms the novel from simply an imitation of 
the Gothic genre to an expansion of it. 
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The predestination found in older Gothic novels is not 
present in Shadow!and. It has been suggested that a 
traditional defining characteristic of the Gothic is the 
distinct possibility that evil v;i 1 1 be victorious (Frank 6). 
However, when one considers the fated machinations of plot, 
one sees that the triumph of evil isn't likely. This is 
especially true since another prominent feature of the 
Gothic is the rewarding of the just and the punishment of 
the wicked. There is a higher authority, be it Providence 
or Fate, driving the events in The Cast 1e of Otranto and all 
its companions. Shadow!and has no outside higher authority 
directing events or to whom the characters can appeal for 
justice. The characters of Shadowland create their own 
fates through their psychological understanding or 
misunderstanding of their own minds and histories. Now, the 
devil does twice make a cameo appearance in Shadowland--both 
times while Tom is in a hallucinatory state. However, the 
devil simply represents part of Tom's mind--the part that 
says the things the daylight Tom doesn't want to consider. 
Because of the lack of higher authority in Shadowland, there 
exists more than one way to solve the difficulties raised in 
the plot. A single answer or route to the solution has not 
been mapped out or fated. This crucial uncertainty, which 
departs so radically from the Gothic tradition, adds to the 
very real possibility that Coleman Collins and, thus, evil 
will be the victor. 
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Straub reinforces the importance of the past by his use 
of a framework of time shifts throughout the tale. The 
novel Shadow!and. is being told to an adult narrator by an 
adult Tom. The book shifts between that time period and the 
time when Tom was fifteen and visiting Shadowland for the 
first time. Within this second category, there are further 
layers: Tom's experiences at Carson, Tom's experiences at 
Shadowland, and a jump to the future to witness the death of 
a classmate. In the early section of the novel, before Tom 
has even heard of Coleman Collins or Shadowland, he has a 
strange experience at a football game: He spots a strange 
man v/ho seems to mesmerize Del . Then "more than a hundred 
yards away, Skeleton Ridpath let out a wild shriek--a sound 
not of terror, but of some terrible consummation" (80). 
Later, Coleman Collins takes Tom back to this same point in 
time. Tom sees all that happened from a different point of 
view. He sees that Del can see/saw him with Collins and to 
Del it seems that "his best friend is in secret complicity 
with his idol" (331). Now he can also see how Skeleton was 
affected by Collins' presence. By moving Tom in time and 
allowing him to reinterpret the events of that day, Collins 
offers Tom some understanding of life at Carson. Collins 
doesn't do this in an effort to ease Tom's mind; rather he 
is trying to nudge Tom into accepting an inappropriate 
responsibility. If Tom v/ere to yield to Collins1 
interpretation of the past and inappropriate guilt, if Tom 
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were to believe Collins' version of Tom's place within his 
past, Tom would become as trapped in his past as Collins is 
snared within his own past. As Tom moves backwards and 
forwards in time, both he and the reader can reinterpret how 
the various occurrences have affected his view of himself. 
Although both Coleman Collins and Tom revisit their 
respective histories, there are great differences lying 
behind the reasons for the visits. Tom can interact, with 
his past by looking at it from different angles until he 
comes to some understanding of it. He approaches each 
section of his history as he becomes psychologically capable 
of dealing with the implications; Collins, on the other 
hand, can only retell his past--watching it from afar as if 
it were a film. As he narrates his story to the boys, he 
presents it as a film with actors portraying key scenes: 
"Tom had been yanked back more than forty years while 
Collins had described his earlier life, just as he had seen 
Speckle John and Withers and the corporal with the 
professional smile, now he saw these moments again. 
(296). Collins' own creation, Rose Armstrong, can see that 
he is entangled in his history: "She knew his mind was in 
that other time, the time which was mythical to her, with 
Speckle John and the original Wandering Boys--Tom Flanagan 
was the cause of that. . (416). Tom's presence and 
developing abilities have forced Collins to examine his past 
by placing his future in question. Unfortunately, Coleman 
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Collins can only see a single version of his past. He also 
sees only one version for the future, and that version is 
merely a replay of the past--his past. He expects that Tom 
will behave as he behaved, with violence and retribution. 
Collins understanding of the past is a linear, 
mechanistic one. He maneuvers Tom in time, despite the fact 
that being able to reevaluate and revision his past is v/hat 
eventually liberates Tom. For Collins, the past is fixed 
and unchanging; it always was and always will be just so. 
He never imagines that events could be interpreted 
differently. Tom comes to realize that the past will always 
be with him. It has no particular starting or stopping 
point. Never once does Collins shift himself into his own 
past (although he does visit Tom's). Collins decides to 
reenact his final performance for the purpose of being rid 
of Tom and Del the way he previously got rid of Mr. Peet, 
his Boys, and Speckle John. Rose says, "'He wants to give 
his farewell performance over again. With you and Del in 
it'" (303). It would seem that Collins can only conceive of 
one way of doing things. He uses repetition of the past as 
his method to become free from it. He believes that the 
second performance will start at a certain time that he has 
designated and that once it is finished, all will be 
complete. Tom learns through his own experiences that this 
is not the case. He also learns exactly how bound to the 
past Coleman Collins is: "he knew the seats were empty now, 
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waiting for* the next repeat performance and the next after 
that" (445). Even if Collins is successful in eliminating 
Tom, the cycle will continue; sometime another young 
magician will be born and inevitably brought to Shadowland. 
Collins will perceive him as a threat and the battle will 
begin anew. His is an evil that is doomed to mindlessly 
reenact the past without ever fully understanding it. 
Whether Collins realizes it or not, Tom's entire summer 
at Shadowland has been the performance that Collins was 
saving for his grand finale: "Even on that first day, they 
had been taking part in the magician's repeat performance" 
(405). The next line demonstrates exactly how well Tom has 
come to understand the interrelatedness of the past and the 
present: "It has to be like this. This is not an easy 
school" (405). The first sentence refers to his betrayal by 
Rose; she, because she is Collins' creation, is doomed to 
repeat history as her creator does. As the first Rosa 
betrayed Collins, she must betray Tom. The second part 
refers to his life at Carson school. The past is not the 
mechanical entity that Collins thinks it is; it is, rather, 
an organic creature that changes shape, form, and meaning as 
comprehension of it changes. Throughout his climactic 
battle with Collins, Tom draws on both the positive and 
negative aspects of his personal history for support. He 
reminds himself of Rose's love and how she attempted to 
leave her creator for him; this memory gives him strength. 
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He reminds himself of the horrors his fellow students 
suffered; this, too, gives him strength. Finally, he 
reminds himself of the fire at Carson, and this gives him 
i risp i r at i on . During this final contest, Tom learns the true 
interrelatedness of all things. Everything he has seen and 
experienced is now a part of him, for better or worse. By 
constantly evolving his understanding of his past, he gives 
himself more options for the future. It is Collins, who 
cannot change his interpretation of past events, who is 
doomed to a particular future. 
In his search for a future, Tom discovers his past. 
Tom v/ants to be responsible for his own destiny. In part, 
this is why he fights the idea that he is destined to be the 
new King of the Cats. He does not want to have a future 
assigned to him any more than he wants someone else 
(Collins) to determine the meaning of his past. Early on 
during Tom's stay at Shadowland, Collins tells the story of 
why frogs hop and why they croak. The frogs were once 
sparrows who were given a choice. If they wished to revive 
a dead princess, they had to choose between their wings and 
their song. The birds choose song, but the trickster wizard 
took them both by transforming them into frogs. After this 
tale, Collins asks Tom: "'What would you give to save a 
life? Your wings, or your song?'" (201). Later, Collins 
forces Tom to make this very choice; the life tie is trying 
to save is Del's. Like the birds, Tom chooses his song--his 
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magical abilities. Unlike the birds, Tom realizes that he 
has been tricked. Collins has no intention of only 
stripping Tom of power; he also has no intention of letting 
Del live. This false choice on Tom's part becomes part of 
his past. Because he failed to make the more courageous 
decision in the first place, it comes back as part of the 
past that haunts him during his battle with Collins. In 
addition to all of his other difficulties, Tom must nov; 
assimilate the fact that he has caused considerable damage 
and hurt by his inability to make the choice that would have 
demanded more from him at an earlier time. 
Tom's first battle with the Collector is a prime 
example of Tom's ability to learn from his past. The 
Collector scares him as nothing else does. It is the worst 
of tv/o worlds, one past and one present: what scared him at 
Carson and the dark side of magic which scares him at 
Shadowland. During his initial encounter with the 
Collector, Tom must be rescued from his own power which 
animates the Collector. Collins reprimands him and reminds 
him not allow himself to become too flustered to complete 
the task at hand. Later, Collins sends the Collector after 
Tom to exploit Tom's disproportionate fear of it. At first, 
it appears that Tom will be defeated, but then he sees 
Skeleton's past: 
Tom is looking into Skeleton's blank shining eyes. 
In part because of the mad babble coming from 
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Skeleton's molten mind, in part because he can see 
Skeleton's history as clearly as if it were a 
movie playing in those dead eyes, he knows 
Skeleton thorough 1y--knows him too well . He sees 
Chester Ridpath walloping young Skeleton, sees 
spittle flying from the coach's mouth, hears his 
curses. (420). 
Because Tom can connect the present danger with its previous 
incarnations, he knows the power of the past; he can 
manipulate it to his advantage. Once Tom understands 
Skeleton's history, he can use it to begin to release 
Skeleton from the Collector. However, Tom needs to 
understand more than just Skeleton's past. Again, his own 
comes into play. He has to explain his understanding of the 
past to Skeleton, and while he is doing so, he accepts final 
responsibility for it--no blame, no excuses. At last, Tom 
sees a "grotesque parody of magic before him and sees a 
high-school boy who had wanted in the most pathetic way to 
be scary" (421). Only a comprehension of the causes can 
alleviate the effects. 
Still, Tom's experiences with the Collector are not 
finished. Speckle John reminds Tom that anyone can be 
collected at any time and suggests that this is the way to 
defeat Collins once and for all. In order to do this 
someone must temporarily inhabit the "toy." Collins sees 
that Tom's plan of action can make him the victor, and 
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Collins dredges up "the picture he [Tom] had of himself and 
Skeleton down in there, trapped inside the Collector. He 
stepped back, more afraid of that picture than he'd been of 
anything at Shadowland; more afraid of that than death" 
(447-8). Coleman Collins has again tried to use the past to 
trap Tom. Tom, on the other hand, refuses to let his second 
experience overwhelm him, and he succeeds in dragging 
Collins into the Collector with him. Neither does Tom 
forget his first experience, for he frees himself and sees 
that "something invisible and screaming was held suspended 
in the air: something treacherous and furious, something 
that would have been pure if it had not been so fouled by 
misuse" (450). As he looks at this thing he comments, "This 
time I can remember how to finish it" (450). 
Because Tom is attuned to how the past, present, and 
future are entwined, his own past isn't the only one that 
affects him. He's influenced by Del's past; Del's parents 
are summoned to appear at Collins' final show. Tom sees 
them as charred remains and this serves to further reveal 
Collins' inhumanity and to steel Tom's resolve. While in 
the tunnels, Tom can hear the history of Shadowland itself. 
It was once a resort, and Tom can hear how Collins terrified 
and then murdered its residents to attain the property for 
himself. Tom sees the demon Laker Broome, and the dead 
student, Dave Brick. He also sees some apparitions of 
cultural history, including Humphrey Bogart and William 
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Bendix. The historical characters haunt Tom and reveal the 
true nature of Shadow!and. The past that is present in the 
novel encourage Tom and the reader and to reach back even 
further into cultural history. 
The fairy stories used in Shadowland not only bring to 
mind an individual's childhood, but also a cultural 
childhood. The fairy tales serve to help root the entire 
novel in literary history. They bring to mind a time long, 
long ago when animals could talk and fantastic things could 
happen to the most mundane of people. The common belief is 
that the time of fairy tales is one of innocence--free from 
guile--much as Tom was at the beginning of the novel. The 
entire novel is, in essence, a fairy tale, for the narrator 
says that the proper beginning is "Once upon a time. . .or, 
Long ago, when vie all lived in the forest. . . (10). 
However, true fairy tales are not necessarily gentle. They 
are violent and frequently grotesque. These are the sorts 
of fairy tales that are appropriate to Shadowland. They 
provide explanation and direction. But even this b-it of 
cultural history is subject to the distortion of Shadowland: 
The fairy tales had blown into each other and got 
mixed up, so that the old king had a wolf's head 
under his crown, and the young prince in love with 
the maiden fluttered and gasped in a sparrow's 
body, and Little Red Riding Hood walked forever on 
knives and sword blades, and the wise magician who 
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enters at the end to set everything right v/as only 
a fifteen-year-old boy kneeling on bloodied 
floorboards. (429) 
For Tom, the modern reader, history and the past are subject 
to changes in meaning and importance. The only person for 
whom everything is carved in the proverbial stone is Coleman 
Collins, a relic from an older, more tradition bound version 
of Gothicism. 
Shadowland. as a whole, moves from the idea of pre¬ 
destination to a psychological creation of the future 
through the past. This is true not only for the characters, 
but also for the reader. Unlike the Gothics of the 
eighteenth century, Shadowland implies that a person must 
not only accept responsibility for his past, but also must 
discover how that past has worked within his mind to create 
his present and future. A simple admission of 
responsibility or acceptance of a single version of the past 
will trap a person within it. In the world of Shadow]and, 
the past must be viewed as flexible, and it must be examined 
and reinterpreted occasionally. Otherwise, one becomes 
mired in it and is doomed to be destroyed by it. 
What Straub has done in the world of Shad_ow_l_and is to 
move the stagnant genre of the Gothic into the contemporary 
world. To return to Stephen King's criticism of Straub, 
King says that what makes Straub's works different from the 
original genre is Straub's "refusal to view the gothic 
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conventions as static ones" (254). To this end, Straub 
reworks and transforms each convention as he sees fit- 
rat her than a cliched romantic love spur ring on the hero, it 
is instead a friendship; the exotic location of danger 
becomes the Carson School for boys and then a kindly uncle's 
house. Most importantly, Straub takes power away from 
supernatural controlling force and places it in the hands of 
the characters. There is evil in this world, but it is not 
mystical force of deific proportions. Instead, evil is made 
of the very human demons of ambition and cruelty. Peter 
Straub explains in an interview: 
Evil seems to me to be a convenient theological 
category that is not actually found in life. I 
don't believe in supernatural evil at all, and I 
believe that human evil is a sort of misnomer for 
ignorance and stupidity and brutality. (Gagne 65) 
Each character in Shadowland must come to terms with the 
dark side of himself. Each character is responsible for his 
own past, present, and future. Those who refuse to accept 
this responsibility will destroy themselves. Tom comes of 
age not through "ordinary adolescent trials; [but] through 
murder, love [sic] betrayal, loss, and the personification 
of fairy tales stripped of their veneered gentleness to the 
bedrock horror beneath" (Grant 31). Tom--like the reader-- 
must face the potential evil that exists within him and 
learn to accept it as a part of himself. 
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Straub's revision of the traditional Gothic formula is 
nowhere more pronounced than in his artful closure, which 
clearly departs from the stark moralistic resolutions of the 
eighteenth century. Straub subverts potential lessons of 
the novel by leaving Tom in an ambiguous position. What the 
reader could learn from Tom is, at best, unclear. The 
traditional Gothic moral states that only the virtuous can 
live a happy life. This is simply not the case in 
Shadow land. Tom is good; he proves it over- and again, yet 
at the end of the novel it seems that he is just slightly 
less than wretched. He has lost his best friend, Del, his 
love, Rose Armstrong, and his youth and innocence. He has 
had to battle the worst of demons, his own wi11 to power. 
Although he succeeded once in overcoming his own urges, he 
seems to doubt whether he can do it again. Evil, in this 
novel, is punished only after Good explores the same section 
of the human psyche that its rival uses for power. There 
seems to be no lesson here; in the modern Gothic world, 
there is no guarantee that the wicked will be punished and 
the just rewarded. Wicked and Just, Good and Evil cannot be 
defined in the usual fashion. In Shadowland what separates 
good from evil is a comprehension of the past and the self. 
Horror critic Douglas Winter says that in horror "we 
control our fears, put them into order, and, more often than 
not, defeat them" (15). Without doubt this is true of the 
eighteenth century Gothics, but what Shadowland does is help 
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to articulate the worst of fears--that fear of self. 
Characters of Shadowland must maneuver through some tricky 
psychological, rather than physical, terrain to have a 
successful life. In the modern world, each person has both 
a Coleman Collins and a Tom Flanagan within them; the dark 
part of the self must be acknowledged and, hopefully, 
understood or it will take over. In addition, one must 
strive to comprehend the past without becoming trapped in it 
while at the same time designing and anticipating the future 
without sacrificing the present. What Shadowl and reveals is 
that the most terrifying of situations exists within each 
person, rather than without. 
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